
 

MCC Service Opportunity 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Assignment Title:                Connecting Peoples Coordinator for Nicaragua & Costa 

Rica                                                               
  Term:    3 Years 

FTE:  1    
     
Location: Managua, Nicaragua    
 
Start Date:     Jan/26/2015    
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
All MCC workers are expected to exhibit a commitment to: a personal Christian faith and discipleship;  
active church membership; and biblical nonviolent peacemaking. 
MCC is an equal opportunity employer, committed to employment equity. MCC values diversity and invites 
all qualified candidates to apply. 
 
Synopsis: 

 
 

The Connecting Peoples (CP) coordinator will be responsible for administrating the various programs of MCC 
Nicaragua & Costa Rica that involve exchanges between people. MCC views "connecting" work as a key component 
of peace-building. The CP coordinator’s work will consist of: receiving and facilitating communication with Learning 
Tours and other visitors who are interested in learning and cooperating, as well as helping build bridges between 
local cultures, partners and churches that work alongside MCC Nicaragua & Costa Rica. The CP coordinator is also 
responsible for managing MCC's one year, young-adult exchange programs in the two countries. 

 
 
Qualifications: 

 
1. Proficiency in both Spanish and English. Intermediate Spanish and advanced English required at minimum; 

written English skills important for assignment. 
2. Strong sense of service and hospitality in the context of cross-cultural exchange with local contacts, visiting 

groups, and one-year MCC workers. 
3. Interest in facilitating exchanges and connections between churches, groups and individuals from diverse 

backgrounds. 
4. Excellent interpersonal, communication (oral and written), and public relation skills. Willingness to interpret for 

individuals and groups. 
5. Knowledge or experience in the field of Social Work, Education, International Development, or Communication. 
6. Ability to organize and prioritize tasks. Attention to detail a must. 
7. Experience relating and communicating cross culturally; knowledge of Latin American sociopolitical context and 

experience living internationally preferred. 
8. Interest in learning about issues that affect Nicaragua and Costa Rica and networking with national agencies and 

churches; experience related to context analysis / advocacy work is a plus. 
9. Sensitivity to needs and expectations of a variety of partner organizations, especially those of the Nicaraguan 

and Costa Rican Anabaptist churches. 
10. Willingness and ability to (a) use public transportation to complete tasks of daily living and assignment 

responsibilities, (b) travel frequently; (c) stay in a diversity of living arrangements, and (d) assist visiting groups 
and individuals with the above. 

11. Collaborative team player.  
12. Ability to handle frustrations appropriately and make sound decisions in stressful situations.  
13. Ability to work in an unstructured assignment. 
14. Knowledge of one’s own strengths, abilities, and limitations. 
15. Computer skills – Microsoft Office and internet. 
16. Ability to drive vehicles with a standard transmission a plus. 
17. Willingness and ability to work in MCC Nicaragua/Costa Rica team activities and be responsible and accountable 

to MCC Nicaragua/Costa Rica policies and team decisions. 
 
 

 



Assignment Narrative:  
 

MCC desires to connect people and groups in order to promote solidarity, encourage commitment to the global 
church and to foster personal and systemic change. This can be done in a variety of creative ways among church 
institutions, congregations, groups, individuals and MCC partners. The person in this position will promote existing 
programs as well as possibly help develop new ones.  
 
MCC Nicaragua & Costa Rica typically receives and sends between 3 and 6 young adults for one-year terms of 
service on an annual basis. This includes young adults from the U.S. and Canada serving in Nicaragua and Costa 
Rica (SALT – Serving and Learning Together), Nicaraguan and Costa Rican young adults serving in the U.S. and 
Canada (IVEP – International Volunteer Exchange Program), and Nicaraguan and Costa Rican young adults serving 
in other countries in the global south (YAMEN! – Young Anabaptist Mennonite Exchange Network). There are also 
occasional university internships. Priority will be given to maintaining and strengthening these one-year exchange 
programs, particularly working with local churches and partners to promote IVEP (south-north) and YAMEN! (south-
south). Potential new programs could include more work with south-south exchanges, Nicaraguan/Costa Rican 
bridge-building, sister church relationships, etc. 
 
MCC Nicaragua & Costa Rica would like to host between 2 and 6 Learning Tours per year, with an emphasis on 
providing learning opportunities to Nicaraguans as well as North Americans.  Groups typically consist of young 
people and/or adults from churches or schools in the U.S., Canada, as well as other countries in Latin America who 
come to Nicaragua and Costa Rica to learn alongside individuals and groups from Central America. MCC 
Nicaragua/Costa Rica will seek innovative and creative ways to continue these group exchanges in order to build 
understanding and intercultural bridges, as well as help Christians from both North and South examine their roles in 
economic, social, and religious dynamics and structures. 
 
The CP coordinator will play a key role in helping to develop and implement the vision for MCC Nicaragua & Costa 
Rica’s Connecting Peoples’ work. The CP coordinator will be supervised by and report directly to the MCC Nicaragua 
& Costa Rica representatives.  
 
Duties: 

 

1) Coordinate MCC’s one year, young adult exchange programs in Nicaragua and Costa Rica: SALT, 
YAMEN!, and IVEP. 

For incoming SALT and YAMEN workers: 

· together with a local committee, coordinate the selection and placement process; 

· when needed, help partners write assignment descriptions; 

· work with Reps on developing an MOU with each partner that receives a SALT or YAMEN worker; 

· provide in-country orientation for the worker, arrange assignments and housing and provide supervision 
and support during the year (including regular conversations with the worker; facilitation of their Initial 
Appraisal Reports, mid-year Reports, and End of Term Reports); 

· maintain regular contact with partners and host families; 

· monitor SALT and YAMEN positions and explore new possibilities. 

For outgoing YAMEN and IVEP workers: 

· together with a local committee, promote the IVEP and YAMEN programs in Anabaptist churches, 
facilitating information about the process for applicants and for church leaders, and recruiting applicants; 

· help with all the paperwork needed (passport, visa, medical, etc.); 

· provide preparation and pre-departure orientation; 

· maintain communication with participants when they are in service; 

· accompany participants when they return home (re-entry process). 

2) Coordinate Learning Tours and other visitors: from the U.S. and Canada and within the region, ensuring that 
activities are carried out to the mutual benefit of those involved, using the MCC Connecting Peoples Manual as a 
guide.  The CP coordinator will:  

· organize exchanges with meaningful opportunities for education and advocacy; this includes: 



· maintain contact with potential groups and local partners; 

· make all logistical arrangements for incoming groups (lodging, meals, transportation); 

· receive, orient and accompany groups; 

· interpret and translate as needed; 

· ensure an advocacy component is incorporated into all exchanges; 

· ensure evaluation is done not only by each incoming group but also by local hosts and partners; 

· write occasional stories demonstrating impact of exchanges; 

· provide follow-up to groups interested in ongoing relationships;  

· help develop new learning opportunities for groups. 

· create opportunities for exchange among the Anabaptist churches in Nicaragua and Costa Rica; 

· be a resource for cultural exchanges for the MCC team and its partners; 

· create connections with other groups working in Nicaragua; 

· explore possibilities for mutual partnerships. 

3) Serve as a resource to the MCC Nicaragua & Costa Rica team regarding advocacy 

· keep informed of current issues (sociopolitical, religious, etc.) in Nicaragua and Costa Rica and share 
with the team and visitors; 

· help network with local nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and church agencies.  

4) Other responsibilities 

· assist the MCC representatives and other MCC workers as needed; 

· submit plans and reports on a timely basis to the MCC representatives for Nicaragua & Costa Rica; 

· participate in the life of the MCC Nicaragua & Costa Rican team (meetings, retreats, visits, etc.); 

· participate regularly in the life and worship of a local Anabaptist congregation. 

 
Location Description: 

 
 

The MCC worker will be based in Managua, Nicaragua’s capital city of 1.3 million people and home to a good number 
of Anabaptist congregations. Like many cities, Managua is characterized by many blatant disparities--traffic 
congestion, noise and pollution exist in the midst of one of greenest cities in all of the Americas. 
 
Managua is unique in that it has no downtown. Following the 1972 earthquake, central Managua was never rebuilt, 
resulting in an urban sprawl of markets and businesses springing up wherever people are living. Street vendors are 
intertwined with well-stocked stores offering an ample and varied supply of consumer goods. The assurance of 
genuine Nicaraguan hospitality stands in constant tension with the increasing threat of violent crime. 
 
Managua's infrastructure is relatively well developed. Public bus routes and taxis abound, and there is access to 
telephone, fax, and internet. The postal service is quite reliable and health care is available. A variety of public, 
church-sponsored and private schools are found throughout the city. 
 
The tropical climate of Nicaragua brings two six month seasons--a dry and wet season. The low altitude of Managua 
and its bordering lake of Xolotlán makes the heat of the city uncomfortable at times. However, many of the more 
mountainous regions of Nicaragua have a much cooler climate. 

 
 

Challenges: 

• Frequent delays or unpredictable circumstances can make coordinating travel and logistics difficult. Patience and 
flexibility are important. 



• This assignment requires a high level of ability to communicate well in both English and Spanish. If the incoming 
worker does not have a solid base of Spanish upon arrival, patience will be needed while s/he learns the 
language. 

• Facilitating intercultural exchanges can sometimes create anxiety and tension, especially since expectations 
often differ among participants of Learning Tours and of one-year service opportunities. It is often difficult to fulfill 
all the expectations of visitors and of partners. 

• Promoting and maintaining relationships with potential groups and local partners and churches can be 
challenging. Developing new ideas for promoting advocacy through Learning Tours and the connecting work will 
involve ingenuity and persistence. 

• Frequent travel can make it challenging to maintain one’s personal routine and well-being.  Willingness to travel 
and creatively manage these challenges will be important. 

• The worker needs to be flexible in terms of schedule which sometimes involves work over weekends, nights, or 
holidays. Days off in the time period immediately following extra work days can be taken in compensation. 

• While most modern conveniences are very accessible for those who can afford them, certain realities of life in 
many parts of Nicaragua can be physically and emotionally challenging (hot humid weather, rough or unpaved 
roads, unreliable water supply, tropical diseases, gender stereotypes, fear of crime).  

 
 

 


